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Plastic pollution has become one of the largest environmental challenges we currently face. The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) has listed it as a critical problem, comparable to climate change, demonstrating both the scale and degree of the environmental problem. Mortalities due to entanglement in plastic fishing nets and bags have been reported for marine mammals, turtles and seabirds, and to date over 690 marine species have been reported to ingest plastics. The body of literature documenting plastic ingestion by marine megafauna (i.e. seabirds, turtles, fish and marine mammals) has grown rapidly over the last decade, and it is expected to continue grow as researchers explore the ecological impacts of marine pollution. Unfortunately, a cohesive approach by the scientific community to quantify plastic ingestion by wildlife is lacking, which is now hindering spatial and temporal comparisons between and among species/organisms. Here, we discuss and propose standardized techniques, approaches and metrics for reporting debris ingestion that are applicable to most large marine vertebrates. As a case study, we examine how the use of standardized methods to report ingested debris in Northern Fulmars (Fulmarus glacialis) has enabled long term and spatial trends in plastic pollution to be studied. Lastly, we outline standardized metric recommendations for reporting ingested plastics in marine megafauna, with the aim to harmonize the data that are available to facilitate large-scale comparisons and meta-analyses of plastic accumulation in a variety of taxa. If standardized methods are adopted, future plastic ingestion research will be better able to inform questions related to the impacts of plastics across taxonomic, ecosystem and spatial scales.

1 Introduction

Since the invention of plastic in the early twentieth century, it has been polluting the marine environment. Plastic pollution has become one of the largest environmental challenges we currently face. The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) has listed it as a critical problem, comparable to climate change, demonstrating both the scale and degree of the environmental problem.1,2 Marine plastic pollution occurs from the Arctic to the Antarctic, with several areas of significant concentrations in regions where ocean currents converge in gyres.3 Plastic pollution has also been documented in freshwater ecosystems,4,5 illustrating that few aquatic ecosystems are unaffected. Importantly, plastic pollution impacts wildlife through both entanglement and ingestion. Mortalities due to entanglement in plastic fishing nets and bags have been reported for marine mammals, turtles and seabirds (hereafter referred to as marine megafauna).6,7 and to date over 690 marine species have been reported to ingest plastics.8-10

Over the last few decades, as interest in plastics in marine environments has increased,2,11 so too has the number of papers documenting plastic ingestion by marine animals. Since 2004, there have been some attempts to introduce standardized methods to plastic ingestion methods and protocols;12-17 however, a cohesive approach by the scientific community to quantify plastic ingestion by wildlife is lacking. Unfortunately,
this has undermined attempts to detect spatial and temporal trends in plastic ingestion, or to perform meta-analyses. It may also obscure our ability to fully understand the impacts of plastic ingestion on wildlife. Although it has been shown that plastic ingestion may lead to deleterious effects through a number of physical and biochemical pathways, there is a paucity of research rigorously investigating population and ecosystem level effects of plastic ingestion. Improved standardization of sampling for plastic ingestion may help to facilitate an understanding of these higher order effects.

With this lack of framework in mind, the objective of this paper is to help advance the field of marine plastic ingestion. First, we provide a historical overview of the scientific reporting of plastic ingestion in marine megafauna. Second, we present a review of the plastics ingestion literature with a focus on methods of collection, characterization of ingested plastics, the reporting of metrics on ingested plastics and interpretation of results. Most plastic ingestion studies concern marine birds, therefore we use this group as a model to understand patterns in methods and draw lessons that are applicable to plastic ingestion studies in other megafauna groups. Third, we present an example of how employing standardized techniques across oceans enables spatial and temporal comparisons of plastic ingestion and informs science and policy; the seabird Northern Fulmar (Fulmarus glacialis). Finally, we offer recommendations for standardized metrics when reporting ingested plastics in marine megafauna, with the aim to harmonize the available data to facilitate large-scale comparisons and meta-analyses of plastic ingestion.

2 Methods and results

2.1 Review of reporting plastic ingestion in marine megafauna

We used the Web of Science search engine and citation index between November 2015 and July 2016 to search for publications using “seabird (or turtle or cetacean or pinniped or fish)* plastic”, “seabird (or turtle or cetacean or pinniped or fish)* debris”, and “seabird (or turtle or cetacean or pinniped or fish)* pollution”. To capture information on plastics from older publications that often reported plastic ingestion in diet studies, we also reviewed several summary papers on the topic including Laist, Kühn et al., Provencher et al., and Ryan. Our literature search spanned records from 1949 to 2015.

We limited our literature search to seabirds as defined by Gaston, which includes penguins (Sphenisciformes), tubenoses (Procellariiformes), cormorants and gannets (Pelecaniformes), tropicbirds (Phaethontiformes), auks, terns, skuas, phalaropes and gulls (Charadriiformes). We included loons (Gaviiformes), and marine sea ducks and mergansers (Anseriformes; Merginae only) as most species spend almost the entire year in marine environments. We also included marine turtles (both Cheloniiidae and Dermochelyidae), and mammals, namely cetaceans, sea cows, pinnipeds (sea lions, walruses and seals), otters (Mustelidae; sea otters and marine otters only) and bears (Ursidae; polar bears only) that reside in marine environments. Lastly, we included fish (Agnatha, Chondrichthyes, Acanthodii, and Osteichthyes) using http://fishbase.org to subset only marine species. While we aimed to cover all peer-reviewed literature on plastic ingestion in marine megafauna, the results presented here likely miss some peer-reviewed entries, and do not represent reports from the grey literature or popular media, we feel it is representative of the research field.

Marine megafauna are susceptible to ingesting a range of debris sizes. Although other papers in this special edition focus almost exclusively on microplastics, we include microplastics within a broader category of plastics. For the purpose of this paper, and in line with this special issue, we use the following categories of plastics as defined by Barnes: microplastics (1–5 mm), mesoplastics as (<5–20 mm), and macroplastics (>20–100 mm), while also including megaplastics (>100 mm). While the ingestion of pieces from micro- to macro-plastics has been recorded for many species of marine megafauna, most of these report the range and mean piece size, but do not typically quantify the number of pieces that fall into size categories. As such, we cover plastic ingestion in marine megafauna in general, while recognizing that the plastics reported often span the size categories described above. Additionally, marine megafauna ingest numerous other types of debris such as metal and paraffin wax. The majority of the debris found in seabirds is plastics, often >90%. Therefore, we shape our recommendations for standardization with this in mind. While most papers report plastic ingestion, what is actually measured in almost all papers is the accumulation of ingested plastics. Researchers rarely report birds in the act of ingestion (although see ref. 27 and 28), and more often report the accumulation of ingested plastics found in seabird gastrointestinal tracts but use the term ingestion widely. We recognize the difference between plastic ingestion and accumulation of plastics, but for the purposes of this review we use the term plastic ingestion to refer to the accumulated plastics that can be measured in birds through examination of gastrointestinal contents.

2.2 History of reporting plastic ingestion in marine megafauna

The first scientific publication of marine megafauna ingesting debris was in 1838 with Couch reporting part of a candle stick found in the gut of a Wilson’s Storm-Petrel (Oceanites oceanicus) and Turner reporting a fish hook found inside a Sperm Whale (Physeter macrocephalus) in 1895. These early reports illustrate that marine megafauna have always been susceptible to ingesting non-food items. The first reports we found identifying plastic debris specifically as an ingested item in marine megafauna groups was not until the 1960s (Fig. 1). By the 1970s, ingested plastic pollution had been reported in marine birds, mammals, turtles and fish. Since 1968, there has been an increase in publications related to ingested plastics by marine megafauna, with peaks in both the 1980s and 2000s. This pattern is largely driven by seabird publications (Fig. 1), likely due to several factors including: (1) numerous long term monitoring studies of seabirds; (2) the relative ease and accessibility of sampling seabirds when they breed on land in large
colonies; and (3) their general use as biological indicators of the marine environment.\textsuperscript{31,32}

In general, while the number of studies varies among the megafauna groups (14–85; Table 1) the types of metrics found in the papers for each group is similar. By far the most often reported metric in literature reporting ingestion in marine megafauna is percentage frequency of occurrence (% FO), also described as incidence or prevalence (Table 1). In all groups, the number of pieces of plastics is the second most reported metric, with mass the third most commonly reported value. Interestingly, median values (of either number or mass) are the least reported measure of central tendency for any metric in all groups. The size and colour of ingested plastics are reported in roughly equal numbers in fish, turtles and mammals, whereas size is reported in marine birds almost 4× more frequently as colour. Importantly in relation to the call for standardized methods, <25% of the papers in all the megafauna groups examined noted the use of a standardized protocol in their methods for reporting plastics (Table 1). Overall this illustrates that studies reporting ingested plastic values for marine megafauna have variable reporting standards, and few use standardized protocols.

2.3 Plastic ingestion in seabirds as a model study group

2.3.1 Historical background on plastic ingestion monitoring in seabirds. Early work on plastic ingestion in wildlife beyond incidental reporting was originally driven not by assessing the biological impacts of plastic pollution, but instead by the need to monitor plastics in the environment in general. In the 1970s legislative attempts were made to reduce the input of debris into the marine environment, including the 1972 London Dumping Convention, the MARPOL Convention 1973/1978, and the 1992 Oslo and Paris Conventions for the protection of the marine environment of the northeast Atlantic (OSPAR). In the absence of significant improvements in the

| Table 1 | Metrics of ingested plastics reported in peer-reviewed literature from 1949–2015 in marine megafauna. List of papers in each group can be found in the ESI |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                | Fish            | Mammals         | Birds           | Turtles         |
| Number of studies | 43              | 14              | 85              | 34              |
| Frequency of occurrence | 72%             | 64%             | 89%             | 100%            |
| Number of pieces | 44%             | 57%             | 62%             | 50%             |
| Mass | 23%             | 36%             | 51%             | 35%             |
| Mean | 11%             | 29%             | 47%             | 35%             |
| Median | 2%              | 0%              | 4%              | 5%              |
| Range | 4%              | 29%             | 4%              | 38%             |
| Size | 25%             | 57%             | 36%             | 35%             |
| Colour | 30%             | 14%             | 32%             | 29%             |
| Reference to North Sea standardized protocol | 2%              | 7%              | 22%             | 9%              |
decades following, new policies were created to help reduce plastics and monitor their effect, the most recent being the inclusion of marine debris in the European Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD).\textsuperscript{34} Recently, because of the cumulative effects plastics have on the environment and society, monitoring of plastic pollution in the marine environment has become a tool for assessing mitigation strategies and potential impacts of debris.\textsuperscript{13} Further, beyond the biological implications of marine debris pollution, there are also economic implications with estimated costs of plastic pollution in some regions to be millions of Euros a year.\textsuperscript{35}

To date, OSPAR, in particular the North Sea states, is the only jurisdiction that has implemented regulations aimed to track changes in plastic pollution through an environmental indicator, which is currently followed in all European Commission marine areas.\textsuperscript{15,16} The current definition of OSPAR’s marine plastics Ecological Quality Objective (EcoQO) is: “there should be less than 10% of Northern Fulmars having 0.1 g or more plastic in the stomach in samples of 50–100 beached Fulmars from each of 5 different areas of the North Sea over a period of at least 5 years”.\textsuperscript{46} With a lack of policies in other regions, efforts to monitor marine plastic pollution or track ingestion by wildlife, researchers have been left to develop their own framework for studying and reporting plastic ingestion by marine megafauna, often as side projects. Although these various studies clearly add to our knowledge of plastic pollution in the marine environment, this growing field of metric papers without clear standardization of reporting metrics and techniques is not conducive to comparisons across space, time or taxa – or for use in larger meta-analyses and assessments.

2.3.2 Review of methods used for reporting plastic ingestion by seabirds. To identify areas of research that most need coordination, we examined the types of information most often reported in plastic ingestion studies. As the majority of papers on plastic ingestion concerned seabirds, we narrowed our focus to this group to examine the use, or lack of use, of standardized methods, and make recommendations. We restricted our analysis to publications about seabirds found during our literature search (see above) and appearing in primary peer-reviewed sources. Only papers presenting novel data were considered. Articles fell into four broad categories: (1) observational reports (studies of seabirds being exposed to plastic during foraging in the wild); (2) studies that report some metric of plastic ingestion; (3) correlation effect studies; and (4) review and synthesis papers. The first report of plastic ingestion in seabirds was published in 1968,\textsuperscript{37} and since that time most publications have reported metrics of ingested plastics (Fig. 2). While the body of literature discussing the effects of plastic ingestion continues to grow, few studies measure these effects in a non-correlative way.\textsuperscript{39}

2.3.2.1 Collection techniques. The objective of documenting plastic ingestion is to obtain a representative estimate of plastic ingestion for the wider population. Therefore, it is important to consider whether the collection method for specimens may influence the result. We reviewed 85 publications documenting plastic ingestion in seabirds and found a variety of specimen collection techniques were used. Most data were collected by necropsy of intact birds (70%) and examination of food remains (27%; Table 2), with only a handful (3%) not reporting the collection method. Among the 70% of studies that involved necropsies of intact birds, 5% of studies collected specimens intentionally (i.e., legal and confiscated from illegal hunting), 12% of studies already used carcasses that were in hand (i.e., from rehabilitation centers, fisheries bycatch), and the remaining 21% were collected from beaches following wrecking events (Table 2).

Approximately a quarter ($n = 22$) of the plastic ingestion studies collected specimens using different methods, but only

Fig. 2 Cumulative number of published reports in the peer-reviewed literature on ingested plastics in seabirds from 1968 to 2015.
Table 2. Collection methods in 85 peer-reviewed papers examining plastic ingestion in seabirds. As some papers report data from multiple collection techniques, the total of reports by collection method (n = 117) is larger than the number of papers examined (n = 85).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collection method</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Percentage of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Necropsy of stomach contents</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beached birds</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collected for other research</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Found dead (i.e. predation on colony)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisheries bycatch</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legal hunting</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illegal poaching confiscation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killed for plastics work</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehab center</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food remains</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolus</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regurgitation</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water-offloading</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emetics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present data on multiple collection methods</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compare between sampling methods</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A major advantage of collecting data on plastic ingestion through necropsy of whole specimens is that one can examine the entire gastrointestinal tract for plastics, which provides a level of certainty in the findings. For example, in seabirds the proventriculus and gizzard are the main sections examined for accumulated debris. Conversely, in turtles, the entire length of the gastrointestinal tract is examined for plastics, as they frequently have plastics in the intestines as well as the stomach and esophagus.44 One can also examine different parts of the gastrointestinal tract for plastics, which may help elucidate ingestion and retention times.44 Importantly, regardless of the section examined, it should be reported to ensure comparability to other studies. A second advantage of examining plastic ingestion via necropsies is that the age, sex, possible cause of death and body condition of the birds can be determined. Because many seabirds are externally monomorphic, necropsies can allow an examination of differences between sexes. However, few studies have examined such differences. Only 11 of 85 (13%) studies reported testing for differences in plastic ingestion between sexes, with only one of those reporting a significant difference in just a few of the species examined.44

For the remaining 27% of the 85 plastic ingestion papers, data on plastic load reviewed involved examination of food items from either live birds (17%) or found boluses (10%) to examine plastic ingestion (Table 2). Sampling of live birds is advantageous because it can be done systematically, although it is unclear whether 100% of the plastic loads can be collected via natural regurgitation, or induced regurgitations (i.e., stomach flushing or chemical emetics). Active sampling of live birds can be invasive, and researchers must give careful consideration of the ethical principle underlying the research before using such techniques. Sampling live birds, if complete stomach sampling can be achieved, is advantageous in that it does not rely on ad hoc sampling of birds (e.g., beached birds, although see below). Live birds can generally be sampled using three methods: natural regurgitation, induced regurgitation (via stomach pumping, also called lavage or water offloading), and chemical emetics.

Whether it will be possible to sample plastic ingestion from natural or induced regurgitation in a seabird will depend on the species, age class, and time of the year. For most species, natural regurgitations represent chick meals that parents are returning to nest-bound offspring,45 or occasionally courtship feeding for a prospective mate. Regurgitations are less likely during the non-breeding season (or in non-breeding or pre-breeding individuals), and may also only represent the most recent meal because plastics accumulated previously may remain in the bird. Induced regurgitations via stomach pumping, also called lavage or water offloading, involves pumping the bird’s stomach with water to induce regurgitation. Unlike natural regurgitations, any individual can be subject to stomach pumping, regardless of breeding status or age class. The technique has been used widely in penguins,46 fulmarine petrels,47 and shearwaters.48 Chemical emetics can also be used to induce regurgitation and obtain dietary samples, including ingested plastics. Emetics are pharmaceutical agents that induce vomiting.49 However, care must be
taken to ensure the correct emetic and dose is chosen. Tartar emetic (antimony potassium tartrate) and apomorphine are more likely to cause adverse reactions than syrup of ipecacuanha (ipecac).\textsuperscript{50,51} For larger species, the volumes required may be prohibitive,\textsuperscript{49} but for smaller species, where stomach flushing may not be recommended, using an emetic may be the best option. In a study of Leach’s Storm-petrels (Oceanodroma leucorhoa), Bond and Lavers\textsuperscript{49} found that of 12 birds subjected to treatment with syrup of ipecac, all experienced complete emesis. Regardless of the technique, the underlying assumption to the approach is that all ingested plastic is available to be enumerated. However, this is likely not the case with most seabirds. For example, stomach pumping may not remove all plastics, with microplastics more likely to be left behind.\textsuperscript{52} In flesh-footed Shearwaters (Ardea carneipes), 6\% of plastic items in the proventriculus remained after stomach flushing.\textsuperscript{53} Plastics in the gizzard are also less likely to be retrieved from live birds given the constriction in the gastrointestinal tract between the proventriculus and gizzard.\textsuperscript{53–55} Therefore, stomach pumping and emetics should be used with caution, but particularly when reporting plastics in seabirds.

For species that regurgitate indigestible prey items regularly in the form of boluses, these can also be used to assess plastics (10\% of the studies used this technique). Bolus examination is non-invasive, but opportunistic and can be repetitively collected (10\% of the studies used this technique). Bolus examination is the form of boluses, these can also be used to assess plastics, with microplastics more likely to be left behind.\textsuperscript{52} In flesh-footed Shearwaters (Ardea carneipes), 6\% of plastic items in the proventriculus remained after stomach flushing.\textsuperscript{53} Plastics in the gizzard are also less likely to be retrieved from live birds given the constriction in the gastrointestinal tract between the proventriculus and gizzard.\textsuperscript{53–55} Therefore, stomach pumping and emetics should be used with caution, but particularly when reporting plastics in seabirds.

For species that regurgitate indigestible prey items regularly in the form of boluses, these can also be used to assess plastics (10\% of the studies used this technique). Bolus examination is non-invasive, but opportunistic and can be repetitively collected from individuals. Unfortunately, boluses unlikely represent the full plastic load of an individual and caution must be used in assessing plastics when this technique is employed as small pieces of plastics are potentially lost to the environment before collection\textsuperscript{56} or \textit{vice versa}, environmental particles sticking to the sample. It must also be recognized that to assign plastic ingestion to a species, year, or individual, particular care must be taken, and potentially the sampling region must be cleared of plastic at the end of each breeding season.

2.3.2.2 Sampling among age classes. We found that numbers of papers reporting plastic ingestion in seabirds equally reported on this phenomenon in adults and juveniles (59\% and 53\%; \textit{n} = 78 studies reporting some age classification; total greater than 100\% as some studies report on both groups). Ingested debris levels in adults may be indicative of individuals’ larger range and distribution if ingested plastics accumulate in the gastrointestinal tract of individuals. Breeding stage can influence adult debris loads as adults can regurgitate plastics along with food items to young chicks (inter-generational transfer) resulting in a steady decrease in adult plastic levels over the breeding season.\textsuperscript{57} Therefore, when sampling adults it is important to consider annual cycles, migration paths and retention times when interpreting where ingested debris may have been acquired.

Few of the plastic ingestion studies (13\%) we reviewed examined differences in plastic ingestion between adults and young birds collected at the same time and location. In general, young birds tended to have higher frequency of occurrence or mass of ingested plastics than adults.\textsuperscript{13,54,58–61} Some studies showed that adults had higher levels (mass, number of frequency of occurrence depending on species),\textsuperscript{55} while many studies showed no difference in plastic ingestion between age classes.\textsuperscript{62–64} Reporting age class and, if applicable, breeding stage are therefore essential to interpreting metrics of plastic ingestion.

Determining the source of plastics in juveniles’ stomach contents can also be challenging. Since many species show long-term accumulation of plastic debris in their stomachs during chick-rearing, chicks can be fed a mix of distant- and locally-foraged plastics. Adults may have accumulated marine pollution months before the breeding season, which is then fed to the chicks. For example, Wilson’s Storm-petrel chicks in Antarctica had higher plastic frequency of occurrence than adults.\textsuperscript{60} In fact the plastic levels in chicks was so high that the authors attributed it to sources likely beyond the local foraging ranges.\textsuperscript{60} Depending on the species, this can include thousands of kilometers (e.g., albatrosses), or tens of kilometers around the colony (e.g., auklets).

2.3.2.3 Purposeful sampling and reporting. While 73\% of the reports that we reviewed included the assessment of plastics as one of the primary objectives of the published work, only 1/85 studies indicated that the findings presented were part of a targeted long-term monitoring effort.\textsuperscript{13} All the other papers presented data on plastic ingestion that were collected through either one-time research efforts, or opportunistic sampling of birds collected for other purposes. While this \textit{ad hoc}, opportunistic sampling may pose challenges for rigorously examining broad trends, early data on the presence, or absence, of plastic in seabird gastrointestinal tracts from diet studies are now informing changes in seabird plastic ingestion. For example, an analysis of prey items consumed by short-tailed Shearwaters (Ardea tenuirostris) in Tasmania during 1978–1980 provided some of the first data on plastic ingestion by adults of this species.\textsuperscript{64} Recent work found the proportion of adult shearwaters consuming plastic has increased from around 37\% of the population in 1978 (ref. 65) to 63\% in 2010.\textsuperscript{58} Additionally, opportunistic sampling can take advantage of events that can yield large numbers of samples otherwise not available: wreck events where hundreds or thousands of seabirds wash up on beaches provide data on the type or quantity of plastic ingested by a range of species.\textsuperscript{58,66} Such surveys are useful as they provide a ‘snap shot’ view of the situation at the time. Systematic sampling can offer advantages and avoid potential bias (e.g., unequal sampling intensity or preferential sampling of individuals or locations) introduced by the use of a single method, enabling inference of population trends over time as well as identification of variables affecting these parameters that could not be obtained with opportunistic designs alone. Studies that have surveyed individuals systematically over many years have yielded valuable insights into long-term trends in the abundance of plastic in regional waters, as assessed by regular sampling of the stomach contents of wildlife\textsuperscript{67,68} (Ryan 2008; Mrosovsky, Ryan & James 2009). Such sampling has contributed significantly to our understanding of patterns and processes over time, and also led to the development of marine pollution management targets, such as the EcoQQ for North Sea Northern Fulmars.\textsuperscript{31} A combination of systematic and opportunistic sampling is recommended for studies that rely on beach-washed animals. For example,
pairing data from beach-washed animals with sampling of live individuals (e.g., boluses or stomach pumping) can overcome any potential bias (due to unknown cause of death; though see above).

2.3.2.4 Types of data in published reports & terminology.

There are a variety of metrics used when reporting ingested plastics in marine megafauna with little consistency in how these are interpreted and presented. The most common metric presented in the seabird literature reviewed was the percentage frequency of occurrence (% FO) of ingested plastic (89%; Table 2). This is the most basic information on plastic ingestion: what proportion of the sampled individuals contain plastic? In the ingested plastics literature, the terms prevalence and incidence are often used interchangeably for the % FO, though in other bodies of literature their meanings are quite different.69 Following diet studies of stomach contents,70 we therefore recommend to use the term ‘Percentage frequency of occurrence (% FO)’. The number of pieces of plastic is the second most often reported metric (62%). The number of plastics can be indicative of how much plastic an individual has consumed. However, it must be considered that as larger plastic items are likely broken down in the stomachs of seabirds the number of pieces accumulated in the stomach may not reflect the number of pieces ingested directly.

Data on the mass of plastics were reported in half of the papers reviewed (51%), though plastic mass is increasingly reported in the seabird literature. While only 21% of the papers published from 1968–1999 reported mass of plastic loads, 64% of those published from 2000–2015 included plastic mass in their results. The mass of accumulated plastics in seabirds is arguably the most important metric from a biological perspective. The mass of plastics relays information on the volume of plastics in an individual, which is important as plastics compete with food for space in the stomach. Many seabirds also rely on reducing wing-loading (body mass to wing size) for flight and diving, therefore adding mass to a seabird gives a plastic-loaded bird a disadvantage. While it is challenging to test for how the mass of plastics may affect seabirds, new research documenting effects of tracking devices attached to birds may provide some insights. Typically, most tracking devices deployed on birds are limited to be <5% of the birds body mass,71 but research suggests that when devices exceed 2.5% of the bird’s body mass, year-to-year survival declines significantly.72 Therefore, mass of plastics carried by marine birds must be considered on a species-specific basis, and will benefit from applying information gained from the field of seabird science using tracking devices to examining the potential impacts from plastics.

2.3.2.5 Metrics presented in published reports.

While there are some standard metrics reported in plastic ingestion studies, the terminology used to quantify the quantity and characteristics of ingested plastics is inconsistent across studies. Though “intensity” is defined as a value derived from only affected individuals (i.e. the average mass or number of pieces across only those birds containing plastics), “abundance” is used in the parasitology literature to describe values from all individuals examined (i.e., an average value using all individuals examined).73 While both intensity and abundance describe plastic burdens for a sample of individuals, their meanings and interpretations differ greatly.73 Most papers (95% of 85 papers) reported the mean or median abundance (either mass or number of pieces) from all individuals, but a subset actually reported the mean or median intensity (includes only counts from individuals containing plastics). While it can be argued that abundance values contain redundant information partly found in the frequency of occurrence data, it should be noted that abundance values are the most common throughout the literature, and therefore the most comparable among studies. At times, data on plastic debris ingestion can be highly skewed statistically, so reporting intensities can provide key information independent of frequency of occurrence, but this should be in addition to abundance values.

Variable terminology also creates a challenge with the statistical descriptions of metrics of plastic ingestion across studies. Mean values are the most frequently reported, but have the disadvantage of misrepresenting the sample if there are a few individuals with extremely high values, or large numbers of individuals without plastics. Median values are useful for describing ingested plastics data as they are less sensitive to the effects of outliers within the sample, and hence give a more typical value in a skewed dataset. Consequently, mean and median values can differ substantially for the same sample: Provencher et al.74 found a mean mass of 9.5 g plastic ingestion per bird compared to a median of 2 g. Only 40% of the 85 studies reviewed here reported a mean value (for either mass or number of pieces), and only 3% report a median value.

The geometric mean mass is another way of reducing the influence of extreme values on the mean, yet with the advantage of using all of the data points. It calculates the mean of the data following logarithmic transformation.75 It loses mathematical value when there are many zero values (which some plastics data sets are prone to have), however the geometric mean can provide a good measure for comparing plastic ingestion over time. The disadvantage is that the geometric mean, if read as the ‘average’, can be misinterpreted as it underestimates the magnitude of marine litter pollution – sometimes we need to know the extreme values. The range and maximum values of plastic ingestion complement presentation of the average by providing context, particularly given the effect of data skew on averages. Only 24% of the published literature presented range values for plastic.

Both standard error and standard deviation are used in the ingested plastics literature. The standard error should be used to indicate the precision of the estimate of the mean, whereas the standard deviation should be used to indicate the dispersion of the sampled data. While plastic ingestion data are unlikely to be normally distributed, few studies treat the data accordingly. Commonly, the number of pieces of plastic is often a Poisson distribution,76 so the median, inter-quartile range, or 95% confidence intervals are more statistically appropriate. While confidence interval and standard error of the mean both indicate the reliability of the mean, standard error values
include only about two-thirds of the values measures, whereas
the 95% confidence intervals, by definition, include 95% of the
values sampled, giving the reader a better sense of the range of
the data.

An important metric that is only reported within the litera-
ture for Northern Fulmars is the percentage of birds above or
below a certain level (see also Section 3.1).13 This species-
specific approach allows for standard reporting metrics that is
straightforward and easy to follow while circumventing some of
the more complex idiosyncrasies of data presentation and
interpretation as described above. More work is needed to
develop such metrics for a broad set of indicator species beyond
the Northern Fulmar. Based on our review of the seabird lit-
erature we conclude that within the large body of published work
there is insufficient information to reconstruct the descriptive
statistics and compare findings in meta-analyses.

2.3.2.6 Statistical power. Researchers are often interested in
changes in the frequency of occurrence or abundance of
ingested plastic over time. Monitoring that change is often
challenging given the low sample sizes and low frequency of
occurrence or abundance of plastics in most populations. The
annual sample sizes required to detect a 20% change in the
frequency of occurrence of plastic ingestion in Canadian
seabirds ranged from 61 (Thick-billed Murres, Uria lomvia) to
193 (Northern Fulmars), depending on interannual variability
and frequency of occurrence.21 Similarly, >600 Laysan Alba-
trosses (Phoebastria immutabilis) would need to be sampled
annually to detect a 5% change in the frequency of ingested
plastics.26 In the North Sea, Northern Fulmars have a high
frequency of occurrence of plastic, so fewer individuals are
required to detect changes over time: evaluation of annual
sample variances in Dutch birds indicated that a sample of
roughly 30 to 40 birds per year produced reasonably robust
figures for frequency of occurrence and average number or mass
of plastics. Power analyses of these data produced strongly
variable results not only for the different metrics, but also when
looking at industrial plastics, user plastics or their combina-
tion. Overall, van Franeker & Meijboom concluded that in the
order of 4 to 8 years of samples of each around 40 fulmars would
be needed to reliably detect changes in ingested plastic mass in
the order of 25%. Given that most studies sample few individu-
als (usually <100), and species often have low frequency of
occurrence of plastics, current sampling strategies are often
only sufficient to monitor very coarse changes over time.

2.3.2.7 Importance of reporting plastic and non-plastic debris
in a common framework for comparisons. The recognition of
plastic debris as a threat to marine wildlife has grown over the
past five decades,77 but what has received less attention is
a similar treatment for other anthropogenic debris. While
foams and rubber materials are often correctly lumped with
“plastic”, other debris is clearly distinct and often mentioned
but not given separate treatment. For example, paper and wood
products, and pieces of cardboard are consumed by marine
birds, but because they are composed of natural materials and
break down (presumably more rapidly than plastic), they are not
often reported with the same level of detail as plastics. Non-
reporting of non-plastic items is a concern because some recent

3 Case study: what can be learned from taking a global standardized
type approach

3.1 Brief history of Ecological Quality Objective in Northern
Fulmars

To meet the emerging need to track and monitor marine litter
in the North Sea, the EcoQO was established based on plastic
debris found in Northern Fulmar stomachs (both the provent-
triculus and gizzard), a species known to ingest plastics
throughout its range at the time, and often found in beached
bird surveys in the North Sea region.13 Although the initial
EcoQO was based on plastic loads found in Northern Fulmars,
during the early phases of policy development, working groups
of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
(ICES) and OSPAR worded a preliminary target definition of the
proposed EcoQO as plastics in stomachs of ‘seabirds’ as ‘the propor-
tion of birds having 10 or more pieces of plastic in the
stomach should be below 2%’.13,178 This target had no substan-
tiated background of ecological or individual or population
health. It represented an arbitrary target considered to reflect
‘acceptable ecological quality’ as used in policy documents.

After the original level of 2% was determined, the Northern
Fulmar became the chosen species for EcoQO monitoring in the
policy discussions. At that stage, it was recommended to OSPAR
and ICES that the target definition would be more ecologically
meaningful in terms of plastic if mass was used instead of
number of particles. Early Dutch studies indicated that in terms
of ‘mass’ of plastics in Northern Fulmar stomachs, the critical
level of 10 particles equaled to about 0.1 g of plastic.14 Dutch
studies also showed that nearly every Northern Fulmar in the
southern North Sea had plastic in the proventriculus, with an
average mass of 0.6 g per bird (about 0.1% of the species average
body mass) between 1996–2000.14 Consequently, the policy aim
of <2% of Northern Fulmars exceeding 0.1 g of plastic became
unrealistic for the foreseeable future. OSPAR and ICES then
followed the advice to redefine the less strict target to <10% of
beached Northern Fulmars exceeding 0.1 g of plastic in the
stomach.
This new target still lacked an ecological background. The arbitrary proportion of 10% of birds was chosen from the definition for the EcoQO on oil pollution, which used Common Murre (Uria aalge) as an indicator species with an EcoQO target of <10% of beached guillemots having oil in their feathers. The OSPAR target level is an arbitrary political choice, but was aimed to match pollution levels in environments where anthropogenic influence is expected to be low. Only later, the Northern Fulmar <10% with <0.1 g EcoQO target proved to be somewhat reasonable, when reports for Northern Fulmars in the Canadian high Arctic showed to be close to such a target level. The Canadian high Arctic can be viewed as a relatively clean environment, with few local sources of marine pollution, and limited shipping in the region. While it would be unrealistic to have a target below such a level in regions more heavily affected by plastic pollution, aiming at these remote level targets seems reasonable if the goal is to reduce plastics in the environment. Importantly, although the EcoQO target provides no evidence for an acceptable threshold of harm to individuals or negative impacts on populations, it has created a standardized protocol that researchers throughout the northern hemisphere have been able to employ leading to a cohesive approach to monitoring marine plastic pollution, and a framework for similar approaches elsewhere.

3.2 Results from a standardized approach

At a regional level, the standardized approach from the North Sea has allowed temporal trends to be assessed over the last three decades (Fig. 3). Importantly, the framework has allowed researchers to examine patterns in pollution type which has helped to inform policy and mitigation practices as demonstrated by the reduction of industrial plastics in beached birds in the recent decades after industry standards were changed. The standardized approaches to assessing the accumulation of plastics in Northern Fulmars has also allowed policies related to target pollution levels to be re-evaluated over time, and reconsidered (Fig. 4; EcoQO change from 2% to 10% and from number to mass metric in 2006).

While the North Sea Northern Fulmar program has shown great utility in using standardized approaches, the real benefit of the methods were demonstrated when the wider scientific community studying Northern Fulmars adopted the protocol allowing for comparisons among regions at the ocean basin scale. First, as discussed above, the arbitrary target of 10% has since been shown to be realistic in less polluted environments as demonstrated by studies of Northern Fulmars in the Canadian Arctic (Fig. 5). Second, global patterns can also be assessed from the compiled data, allowing us to examine hypotheses developed in earlier studies, for example that the ingestion of plastics decreased with increasing latitude. It is only with recent studies of Northern Fulmars throughout their range that this can be tested across multiple sites in two ocean basins (Fig. 6).

While applying the EcoQO to other species is problematic due to its political origins (i.e., lacking known biological level of impact), applying a similar approach to other species could be beneficial. Target levels could, as in the Northern Fulmar, be set at ingestion levels observed in low pollution areas. A wider use of EcoQO may also encourage local governments to adopt similar approaches within their own regions using the species that are present and available for study.

4 Recommendations for plastic ingestion studies in marine megafauna

One of our objectives was to outline a standardized set of methods for measuring and reporting accumulated plastics in marine megafauna to help shape future studies of ingested plastics.
plastics, contribute to our global understanding of marine pollution, and facilitate easier comparisons among studies, regions, and species. With this in mind, we make several recommendations here that are specific to seabirds, but useful for all taxonomic groups where ingested pollution is studied.

To this end, standardized methods and metrics should be used across all studies. For seabirds, the methods used by the North Sea Fulmar Study have been adopted widely, but not universally. We recommend that all publications reporting ingested plastics in seabirds use this protocol as it offers a comprehensive and flexible framework for the quantification and classification of marine debris. In addition to this method and classification framework, we highly recommend that reporting of data on variables that have been shown to influence plastic accumulation in marine megafauna, and particularly information on collection method, date and location of collection, age, and sex. For other groups of marine megafauna we recommend adopting the North Sea Fulmar Study plastic classification system, which separates debris into user and industrial categories, and then further subtypes (see Section 4.1 below), as well as the same standard minimum metrics outlined above. In a European context such standardization has started with recommended procedures for marine turtle and fish results for plastic ingestion by seals. Below we present some guidelines for each classification for ingested plastics that will help standardize data reporting and cross-study comparisons.

4.1 Plastic type
Distinction of ingested litter into categories provides an arguably fundamental insight into the source of debris and thus
required mitigation actions, and is key when using seabirds as indicators of environmental pollution. All plastic items should be broadly categorized as either industrial plastic pellets (or 'nurdles') or user plastic (all non-industrial remains of plastic objects).\textsuperscript{99} Industrial plastic pellets are small, often cylindrical-shaped microplastic granules approximately 4 mm in diameter, but oval, disk-like and rectangular shapes also occur. User plastic includes the following commonly reported categories: sheet plastics (e.g., plastic bags), threadlike plastic (e.g., rope or netting), foamed synthetics (e.g., polystyrene) and hard fragments (from mostly unidentifiable larger objects). A "miscellaneous" category can be used for uncommon items such as cigarette filters, pieces of balloon rubber, etc., however, reports should preferably include specific details of the items included in this category. Online supplemental material or depositing raw data in an online repository is a useful way to include these details if they are not directly relevant to the original study. Such classification has been extensively employed by studies of seabirds, turtles and marine mammals and has enabled valuable studies of long term changes in marine debris composition.\textsuperscript{13,67,96} A comprehensive guide to the above categories can be found in the online supplement of Van Franeker et al.\textsuperscript{11}

Increasingly, there is interest in knowing more about the plastic types in the marine environment.\textsuperscript{87,88} If the focus of the study is to provide a baseline for the type of plastics consumed by marine megafauna, or present in the environment, plastic items should be further categorized according to polymer type (e.g., polyethylene) using Fourier Transform Infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR,\textsuperscript{99,98}) or Raman Spectroscopy.\textsuperscript{91} From a biological perspective, this level of classification of plastics is of particular interest in relation to how different chemical contaminants are associated with marine plastics.

4.2 Plastic size

The most commonly used plastic size classes include macro- (>100 mm), meso- (20–100 mm), microplastics (<5 mm),\textsuperscript{92–94} but no globally accepted definitions exist. As a result, the term "microplastic" has been used to describe plastic particles ranging in size from <1 mm to 20 mm.\textsuperscript{95,96} The lack of standardized sizes classifications, and their relevance to marine biota has been recognized as a research priority.\textsuperscript{97,98} While marine megafauna ingest several sizes of plastics, we advocate the use of the categories suggested by Barnes\textsuperscript{23} as the most relevant and applicable. This includes megaplastics (>100 mm), macroplastics (>20–100 mm), mesoplastics (>5–20 mm), and microplastics (1–5 mm) as these are the most likely detected in marine megafauna and easily summarized from plastic accumulation studies. We recognize that studies focused on small biota (e.g., plankton, bivalves) may also report smaller plastics (<1 mm), often also referred to as micro-plastic which may be referred to ultrafine-plastics (1 μm to 1 mm), and nanoplastics (1 nm to 1 μm) following the terminology used by the field of nano-ecotoxicology.\textsuperscript{99} Specifically, "nano-" refers to particles that have potential to interact with biota at the cellular level, and should be used accordingly. In order to better contribute to the overall assessment of plastics in the environment and biota, we recommend that authors report the percentage of plastics in each of the four size categories.

4.3 Plastic colour

Plastic colour is important to report, but often not reported (only reported in 27% of 85 papers reviewed). First, assessing colour in marine megafauna can give insights into how organisms may select plastics from the environment. Plastic size and colour can influence the chance of being ingested by different animals with different foraging strategies.\textsuperscript{100,101} However, to assess selectivity, organismal data needs to be paired with environmental assessments on the availability of different coloured plastics in the environment, which are currently lacking in many regions. Future studies may allow us to hindcast environmental data onto megafauna reports and examine selection of plastics from the environment. Second, plastic

---

**Fig. 6** Ecological Quality Objective performance in Northern Fulmars (Fulmarus glacialis) along a gradient of latitude (south to north) in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.
colour may also be associated with higher exposure to some chemicals.102,103

The specific method of colour determination of plastics particles found ingested by marine megafauna is often not mentioned,48,58,104 or done by two different observers to confirm the colour;105 in all these cases it is impossible to compare studies on plastic colours. Ideally, plastic items should be assigned to a colour by comparing individual pieces to a colour wheel or standardized chart. To accurately and consistently report colour across plastic ingestion studies we recommend a two-step colour sorting process. First, a colour wheel (that includes secondary and tertiary colours) should be used to assign plastic pieces to specific colour categories. A Munsell chart or 72-colour wheel can be used for this step (widely available for order online). Second, the specific colour assignments should be grouped into eight broad colour designations; off/white-clear, grey-silver, black, blue-purple, green, orange-brown, red-pink, and yellow.64 This use of a large colour wheel to assign pieces to a board range of colours, and then collapsing these categories into only broad groupings allows for both observer accuracy (via the large initial categories), and systematic presentation of a few comparable groups (the eight broad colour groupings). Distinguishing colour down beyond these categories is likely to lead spurious results due to differences in categorization. Additional scales (e.g., black to grey to white) may also be used, but the source and type of scale should be made clear to the reader to enable comparison. Importantly, plastics, especially white pieces, are frequently discoloured following digestion, so researchers should endeavor to report the likely original colour of each piece.

4.4 Metrics reported

All publications reporting plastic ingestion should report the frequency of occurrence of plastics (with a 95% confidence interval using the Jeffreys interval105 [also see http://epitools.ausvet.com.au/content.php?page=CIPropportion]), sample size and the methods for the collection of the samples. These are the basic components of any study on plastic ingestion in marine megafauna. At a minimum, we also recommend that all authors include data on the mean (with standard deviation), median and range of mass of the ingested plastics per individual, including individuals that contain no plastics (Box 1). Standard Error, as used in Fulmar protocols, can be calculated from standard deviation and sample size, which is critical to ensure future comparisons for this species. Studies should also report the mean, standard deviation, median, and range of all plastic debris metrics (number of pieces, total mass of debris pieces by debris category; see ES†). All summary statistics should give abundance values (which include all individuals examined not just those containing plastics). Reporting absence data are crucial, as the amount of plastic in the oceans is expected to increase over time.23,106 For studies examining how the amount and distribution of plastics change over time, authors should include information on temporal trends in the size classes, colour and type of plastics as well. This will be facilitated if data are collected using comparable methods (see above). Data on ingestion of plastics should be reported in tabular form, not graphical form for papers presenting novel plastic ingestion data for marine megafauna. This practice, along with raw data archiving in open access forums, will facilitate spatial and temporal comparisons, without having to guess where bars or points line up with a scantily labeled axis. Luckily the use of online supplemental material makes this practice increasingly easier.

4.5 Future areas of study

4.5.1 Retention times for different species. How long plastic items are retained in an animal's digestive tract has serious implications relating to exposure to plastic co-pollutants, risk of physical injury, and the use of wildlife as sentinels of marine pollution. While retention times of plastic ingestion in marine wildlife are poorly known, some evidence from petrels suggests that plastic loads reflect relatively recent accumulation because 75% of ingested plastic disappears within a month, if no new plastic is ingested.107 Similarly,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1 – Recommended reporting guidelines for all marine megafauna plastic ingestion studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As a minimum all studies should report:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Location and timing of sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Method of sampling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Sample size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Frequency of occurrence of ingested plastics (with a 95% confidence interval; Jeffreys interval)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mean (with standard deviation and error), median and range of mass of ingested plastics/individual (including all individuals sampled)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Mean (with standard deviation and error), median and range of all plastics reported by debris category (user/industrial; fragment/foam/sheet/thread/other)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional information to be provided:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Size of plastics reported by size classes (mega/macro/meso/micro/ultra-fine/nano)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Colour reported in 8 broad colour groups (see text for more details)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a handful of diet studies suggest natural materials (e.g., squid beaks) are eliminated at the same rate of 75% over a month.\cite{45,47,108} However, Ryan\cite{109} argued this may not be the case for all Procellariiformes. Retention time of plastics is almost certainly influenced by a range of other factors such as the size or shape of a plastic item, polymer type, and presence of natural items in the stomach.\cite{109} Microplastics are likely to pass through marine megafauna more quickly than larger pieces that must break down before passing through the intestines. Correspondingly, estimates of retention time for ingested hard plastics are highly variable, ranging from as little as 30–50 days in adult birds provisioning chicks,\cite{110} up to 12 months\cite{81,111} with average residence time of around four months.\cite{112,113} Soft plastic items, such as bags and foam, may also reside in the gut of marine wildlife for considerable amounts of time, as latex balloon fragments have been found in the stomach of Green Turtles (Chelonia mydas) more than four months post-ingestion.\cite{112}

Votier et al.\cite{114} fed six Great Skua (Stercorarius skua) breeding pairs fish that contained small numbered plastic markers that were date-stamped inserted within fish heads. From 76 fish fed to the six pairs of skuas, eight (12.3%) of the plastic markers were recovered in pellets. No markers were discovered in faeces, suggesting the birds are unable to pass the plastic items. The bulk of the cast pellets were produced between 6 and 24 hours (53%). Also some species cast pellets, regurgitating indigestible materials such as bones, feathers, or shells. This is particularly the case with gulls and skuas, but occurs in a range of species including albatrosses and shearwaters. Despite this, pellets are unlikely to eliminate plastics completely, though the reasons why only some pieces are regurgitated remain unknown.

Retention times can also be influenced by life history. Adults can have very low frequency of occurrence of debris when feeding chicks, as they offload plastics to their nest-bound young.\cite{57,58,115} These chicks have no mechanism for eliminating plastics fed to them by their parents (though some species can cast pellets to eliminate some items; see above), and consequently fledge carrying the plastics accumulated during the often lengthy chick-rearing period.

4.5.2 Trophic transfer of ingested plastic. One area of emerging research is the mechanisms by which seabirds acquire plastic debris. Of course, the assumed pathway is direct ingestion, with the hypothesis that seabirds mistake plastic particles for food and consume them.\cite{8,28} This seems to be a logical assumption for birds with larger pieces of plastics (>5 mm) in their digestive tracts, as it is difficult to imagine that these could be consumed by accident, or that such large plastic items were inside the bird’s prey. However, for microplastics and smaller pieces, marine megafauna may ingest them secondarily by consuming a prey organism which itself has already ingested plastic.

Plastic debris has been found in a variety of marine prey items, either in the wild or with ingestion shown to occur in experimental studies, including zooplankton,\cite{116} sessile molluscs,\cite{117} cephalopods,\cite{118} and large crustaceans like crabs and lobsters.\cite{119} Even among marine megafauna there may be transfer of accumulated plastics. Trophic transfer has been reported between seabirds,\cite{56,120} and an extreme example of this was reported by Perry et al.\cite{121} who found marine debris within Dovekie (Alle alle), that had been consumed by a Goosefish (Lophius americanus). Consequently, researchers have proposed that marine megafauna may in fact acquire plastic debris by consuming prey which themselves have ingested particles.\cite{122,123,124}

Confirming this hypothesis is challenging. There is no obvious means of distinguishing between directly consumed plastic particles from pieces that were first consumed by fish, which were then eaten and digested by a bird. One way to solve this problem would be to capture and analyze the diet of seabirds that have recently been feeding (e.g., following direct observation). However, this presents another challenge, in that digestion times can be very rapid in seabirds.\cite{124} For example, even when collecting auk chicks which had just been diving for fish and pouring alcohol into their digestive tracts to preserve contents, Provencher et al.\cite{125} found that fish which had just been consumed were already partially digested, minutes after capture. Therefore, at present researchers must (safely) assume that plastic in seabird prey becomes plastic in seabirds,\cite{126,127} but distinguishing plastics in species that are directly consumed versus consumed through trophic transfer is very difficult to quantify. Given that seabirds accumulate plastics, the source of the plastics (either direct or indirect) is perhaps irrelevant from a toxicological perspective. Therefore, studies interested in the trophic transfer of plastics within the food web should approach this from both a bioaccumulation and a biomagnification standpoint, similar to other ecotoxicology studies interested in biological effects induced from environmental pollution.

4.5.3 Links between microplastics and contaminants. Additives, such as flame retardants and stabilizers (which can contain high levels of heavy metals), that are incorporated into plastic during manufacture have been shown to have harmful effects on organisms, including marine mammals and birds.\cite{58,128} Buoyant plastic debris may be particularly problematic as it is subjected to weathering and becomes porous (as chemical bonds within the plastics degrade), enabling it to both leach additives compounded during manufacture,\cite{129} as well as adsorb high concentrations of contaminants (e.g. polychlorinated biphenyls, organochlorides) from the surrounding seawater.\cite{130} These small, weathered plastic particles present potentially the greatest threat of contamination to marine organisms as they have increased surface area to volume ratios compared to larger debris items, and due to their small size, are available for consumption by a vast array of marine life.\cite{106} Correspondingly, the ingestion of plastic has been linked with high concentrations of PBDEs and metals in the tissues of seabirds and marine invertebrates,\cite{131,132} and a corresponding reduction in seabird body condition.\cite{48} Importantly, the sublethal impacts on reproductive condition from contaminants could have ramifications on long term population stability.

5 Conclusions

Over the last 60 years, reporting of plastics ingested by marine megafauna has gone from semi-noteworthy in a report, to a growing body of literature with a rapidly increasing number of
publications specifically reporting plastics in marine biota and their potential impacts on the marine environment. While simply reporting plastics within a diet study was once sufficient, the growing interest in marine plastics and their impacts, and purpose-driven publications on plastic accumulation in marine biota now demand a higher standard. Standards for reporting data are required to make studies comparable and to provide data suitable for statistically rigorous meta-analyses. These standards should include consistent reporting of the collection and sampling method, type of debris, the mass, the number, the colour, and the characteristics of the material, as well as the method of sorting and identifying materials. While other metrics and measures should continue to be explored by researchers to ensure creative and novel approaches which will drive researchers to explore new questions, the inclusion of basic metrics as discussed above is critical. The large quantity of data collected in recent years and increased awareness of the problems around marine plastic pollution can enable scientists to answer questions on a larger ecological scale when data are collected and reported using a standardized approach.
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